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B

ack in 2001, one day during my first few
weeks as an after school teacher, I came home
in tears. I had been struggling to facilitate a
project with my elementary-aged students and I
considered it to have been a total failure. “They
don’t know how to do anything!” I sobbed out loud
in frustration. I had been trying to make Halloween
mobiles with them, in which they had to cut out
preprinted paper images of ghosts, punch them
with a hole puncher, pass yarn through the holes
and suspend them from a wire clothes hanger. The
project had been of my own design and I couldn’t
understand how a third grader didn’t have the
dexterity to use scissors and why the fifth graders
didn’t know how to tie. I, myself, had been using
scissors since the age of two and could tie my
shoes at the age of four. I knew this was atypical,
of course--most parents wouldn’t dream of giving
scissors to a toddler--but I assumed that once the
average kid entered school, they would be taught
the skills like these that I deemed to be essential.
I discovered a short while later that students were
no longer taught penmanship, the T.A.’s did all the
cutting prep for the kindergartners and most of the
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students struggled when it came to figuring things
out. School standards had changed, and I had a
front row seat of the consequences.
Among my other duties, I often helped the after
school students with homework. It was during
these times that I really noticed a problem. Students
were unable to explain how they arrived at the
answers they got, thus they found it difficult to
correct mistakes. Most seemed to have memorized
the methods they had been taught, but the truth of
it was, they had been taught how to find the right
answer, not how to figure out the solution. Students
were being groomed to pass standardized tests.
Lessons were being modified for the sake of the test
and the image of the school, rather than for the sake
of the learner. Additionally, with the omnipresence
of computers and iPads in the classroom as well as
at home, children were finding mental stimulation
in an entirely new way. Technology had developed
a certain intelligence that students relied on.
More than a decade later, when I had changed
jobs and was working at another after care

program,technological dependence showed up
in full force. I was now teaching middle school
students and their desire to constantly interact with
digital screens was an ongoing battle. Once, during
yet another homework session, I had been trying
to help a student figure out a math problem that
had multiple steps. When I prompted her to add
twenty-four and seven, she immediately activated
her Google calculator. Even if she hadn’t put this
equation to memory, she elected not to figure it out
because there was an easier way. And most likely,
from her point of view, a faster way.
When did we enter an age in which logistical
thought becomes unnecessary? Moreover, if
this was the accepted societal norm, how could
I instill a greater appreciation for the importance
of unstructured, hands-on, analog experiences
to parents and children encompassed by an
overwhelmingly tantalizing digital world?
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Abstract
L

iving in a digital age, it is imperative--now more than ever--that
children engage in hands-on, experiential learning activities to ensure
that their ability to relate to the world is not compromised by technology.
Children actively need playful, open-ended and self-directed mental
stimulation for their young brains to develop and grow. Public school
standards stifle a child’s right to succeed in alternative strengths and
inhibit opportunities for self-exploration and self-expression. Game
design and fort construction are examples of accessible, hands-on
activities in which a child can creatively immerse themselves. In doing
so, they can begin to interact with the tangible world, boosting confidence
in their own ability to problem solve without digital interference.
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Paths to Discovery & Alternative Learning

F

rom a very young age, I had always been
exposed to hands-on learning at home. I don’t
recall ever being told that I was too young to use
a sewing needle or an electric drill, for example,
and I learned that by using my hands and my
imagination, I could extract ideas out of thin air
and turn them into realities. Such things continue
to come naturally to me today. I mostly credit my
mother for my entry into this world of experiential
learning because she always encouraged both
my curiosity and creativity, and taught me that
no special equipment was needed for either.
There never seemed to be an end to the puzzles,
games and activities that could be forged from
recycled objects or simply, a piece of paper and a
pencil. As I grew to be more proficient at these, I
began developing my own ideas to test on friends
and family.
School was often challenging for me. Not because
the material was overly taxing; rather, just the
opposite. Lessons consisted of things I had already
encountered at home or on my own, so I quickly
learned to not pay attention--a study habit I would
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regret later in life. Fortunately, in elementary
school, I was frequently taken out of class to
participate in the Gifted and Talented program. I
have always remembered those times as being
“fun,” and I have know idea what part of a normal
education I missed while I was having them. Game
making, in particular, stands out as having been
one of my favorite assignments.
It hadn’t occurred to me then how important these
experiences would be later down the road, but I
now believe that these experiences have enhanced
my ability to think both logistically as well as
innovatively. They are a tool that stimulates the
mind. They have implanted a playful and creative
foundation into the very air around me.
To date, school and play have remained notoriously
separate, much like church and state; but both are
intertwined practices. Play, as well as learning, is a
fundamental part of childhood, and is essential for
normal development (Samuelsson, I.P. 2008). Indeed,
it is a natural instinct. Yet, play is underestimated.
It is frequently stigmatized as a frivolous activity

carried out by the young. A Google search
produced the following definition to describe play:
Engagement in an activity for enjoyment and
recreation rather than a serious or practical
purpose.
Honestly! Few things are more practical when it
comes to children! Play is a child’s agency for
learning. Tantamount to opportunities for creative
expression, play provides a haven for children to
make sense of their world. Furthermore, play has
one additional aspect that learning often does not.
Play brings in a new aspect of entertainment; it
is enjoyable, lighthearted fun. It is its pleasurable
nature that makes play the prime companion to
educational experiences. Using play as a learning
tool eliminates the pressure to get the right answer
and adds an element of unpredictable amusement,
as well as encouraging communication and
teamwork (Passantino, Erika D. 1975). In essence,
play is the glue that makes learning “stick,” and it
is the bait that lures the student into wanting more.
Children can often seem like they’re not interested

in anything; but after being prompted or challenged
to use their minds, they generally come around and
are surprisingly quite successful at it.
Although I was frequently offered thoughtprovoking experiences at home, I rarely found
such encounters at school. I had never heard of the
existence of alternative pedagogies; I just assumed
that unstimulating lessons were the norm. It was
not until adulthood, that I realized the truth about
the unfortunate limits of the public school system.
Since the mid 1960’s the U.S. government has
been trying to impose a national standardsbased educational reform; confident that this
will positively influence student performance
in poor, underprivileged neighborhoods. What
remains unrecognized, however, is that in order
to implement a standard system, everyone must
begin on the same page, and they do not. For
some, external variables exclude them from the
metaphorical library, let alone the same page. With
so much heterogeneity, meeting a national standard
is unrealistic, discouraging and unfair for both
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delayed and gifted students as well as those with
atypical cognition or language barriers.
Moreover, the pressure to conform means that
teachers are modifying lessons for the sake of
the test, rather than the sake of the student. If
that’s not enough, many schools have eliminated
extracurricular courses, deeming them extraneous
because they do not directly boost academic scores.
But these programs may be the most important
of all. They remove students from the systematic
classroom and are a refuge for self-expression,
elevating confidence, concentration and problem
solving skills, among other things. They provide a
unique opportunity for students to not express how
smart they are, but how they are smart (Gardner,
H. 1993).
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At the beginning of March 2020, I had the pleasure
of visiting two different alternative schools in the
state of Rhode Island--the Meadowbrook Waldorf
School in Wakefield, RI and the Lincoln School in
Providence. Similar to one another in pedagogical
philosophies, each school preaches the importance
of hands-on experiences & methodologies as a way
for students to prepare for fundamental life skills
and art is used as a learning tool.
At Meadowbrook, my escort, Anne Duda, guided
me through the classrooms and daily routines of the
students grades pre-K to 8. I learned that Waldorf
students, unlike those of public school, remain with
the same classroom teacher through 8th grade to
enhance the student/teacher relationship. In doing
so, the teachers experience the same privilege as
the parent who watches their child as they grow.
They get to know what skills and interests the
student has as well as the areas in which he/she
needs extra support.
Also unique to Waldorf methodology, the early
childhood program does not follow any academic

curriculum at all. Everything the students do is
hands-on and mind-body based. This is done, Duda
explains, to encourage the children to interact
with their world, which allows them to learn what
they’re ready to learn. “We don’t overwhelm them
with too many choices,” says Duda. “And we don’t
ruin their love for learning by telling them what to
learn.”
Waldorf pedagogy encompasses the natural world,
and the rhythm of the seasons. Everything is based
around this philosophy, from lessons to classroom
decor. Project materials, toys and classroom signage
are all handmade from natural materials. Children
are given range to explore outside, everyday,
regardless of the weather. Workrooms encourage
fine motor development and mathematical
thinking. Students are given countenance to learn
by doing and boredom is thought of as a temporary
distraction rather than utter disinterest.
At the Lincoln School, Giovonne Calenda acted
as my tour guide. This school practices Quaker
philosophies, and lessons are crafted around open
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naturalism, science and intellectual challenge.
Their mission is to “educate girls to fearlessly
embrace opportunities and responsibilities of
full citizenship in a complex world...affirming
the inherent value of every person.” Curriculum
is inspired by multiple hands-on methodologies
including: Reggio Emilia, Montessori and Froebel
education. Calenda runs the lower school studio,
in which children experience explorative learning
through materials--both natural and artificial, from
seashells to stones to paints to fibers--here, the
child’s environment acts as provocation to create
and learn about themselves. Teachers and students
alike share the learning experience by collectively
caring for makerspaces and fostering community
based practices. Students are encouraged to revisit
ideas, lowering the expectation of immediate
gratification.

Waldorf School: Handmade Classrom Decor

Waldorf School: Natural Wooden Furniture
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Waldorf 6th Grade Project

Classrom Window Box

Lincoln School: yarn sculpture

Lincoln School: Shelf of Tangible Objects

1st Grade Embriodery

Lincoln Student Portrait
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Beyond Boredom

Taking Action Against Distraction

A

s a final project during my first semester as a
grad student at the Rhode Island School of Design
(RISD), I was asked to design something that
could impact the city of Providence. In response,
I created a proposal to improve the standardization
of public playgrounds--arguing that they fail to
encourage creativity and innovative thought. I
began by exploring and photographing two dozen
playgrounds in and around the city to demonstrate
the inadequacy of the typical playground archetype.
The photos clearly show that, in a nutshell,
public play spaces are, well, boring. Safety laws
introduced in the 1980’s, as well as the regulation
of playground equipment prevents the growing
child from being challenged. Kids, for example,
do not climb up a slide because they are bad or
rule breakers. They do it because they mastered
the art of going down the slide before they entered
kindergarten. They do it to challenge themselves. I
submitted that children would be more stimulated
by the addition of structures with manipulable
parts, based on the Adventure Playground ideology
developed in the 1940’s.
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At the close of WWII, Danish landscape architect
Carl Theodor Sorenson observed that, “children
seemed to prefer to play anywhere but in the
playgrounds he designed” (wiki). At that time,
Europe was littered with cities left in ruin. As
communities began to try to pick up the pieces of
their shattered nations, their children were literally
picking up the wreckage. Children enjoyed combing
through the masses the rubble left behind. It invited
in a new kind of unrestricted, open-ended play. At
first glance, these muddy wastelands may seem like
nothing more than a hazard--an accident waiting to
happen; but here, children could take risks. They
were no longer limited by the rigid structures of
the traditional playground. Here, children could
make their own adventures while learning about
the limits of their own bodies, in their own time, in
their own ways. Thus, the Adventure Playground
was born.
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Public Playground, Providence, RI

Public Playground, Providence, RI

Public Playground, Providence, RI
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Because children crave opportunities for mental
stimulation, they hunger for novelty. Undoubtedly,
parents and educators struggle daily to keep those
in their charge entertained. Children lose interest
in playthings because toys are generally goaloriented with only one way to play with them.
To that end, they are easy to master and become
unchallenging, which leads to disengagement.
Children are attracted to digital games because they
provide a distraction from obligation, immediate
gratification and unpredictable change. Caregivers
are attracted to technology because it is a readily
accessible pacifier (Rowan, C. 2013). Electronics
are reshaping a child’s foundation for development
and creating an addictive digital dependence where
Google and Siri have all the answers.
Have you ever experienced the following scenario...
...You’re in a department store and you find a pair
of shoes on sale for 30% off the original $59.99
purchase price. That’s great! You’ve been looking
for a cheap pair of new shoes! When you take them
to the register, however, they ring up for the regular
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price. You politely point out to the attendant that
the shoes are on sale. Now she looks flustered.
“Our computers are down today,” she explains.
“Well, the tag says $59.99,” you say, trying to be
helpful. “And they’re supposed to be 30% off.”
“Our computers are down today,” she repeats.
Then you realize what she means is, “I don’t know
how to figure out what 30% of $59.99 is because I
don’t have a computer to calculate it for me.”
This scenario demonstrates a case of technological
dependence. The hypothetical clerk had become
so reliant on technology that when it failed,
she was unable to find a solution to a relatively
simple problem. We have literally entered an
age in which technology does our thinking for
us. Waldorf advocate, teacher and writer Nancy
Blanning warns against excessive screen usage in
the developing years of early childhood, asserting
that it takes away a child’s independent self-hood.
Further, children have not yet reached the maturity
necessary for making prudent decisions, and as a
result, they are not equipped to determine reality
from fiction or how much is too much (Banning,

N. 2016). Children take their cues from their
parents and caregivers. If the adults in their lives
fail to set limits on distracting media--both for
themselves and their kids--children will learn that
disconnection from the world around them and not
learn how and when to show restraint.
It’s not uncommon nowadays to see an entire
family sitting together in a restaurant or other
public place, acting as though they were miles
away from one another. No one is laughing. No
one is chatting. In fact, no one is interacting at
all, because everyone from the baby to Great
Aunt Sally is staring at a digital screen. Many
restaurants even provide devices with unlimited
game access for a mere $1.99! With this as the
norm, then, who is teaching little Anna about social
communication? Why shouldn’t Henry expect
immediate gratification all the time? After all, he
gets it from his iPad--something that provides him
with constant entertainment! (Carlsson-Page, N.
2018). I do not mean to suggest that technology
does not come with its benefits--advancements in
medicine, transportation, global communication,
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to name a few--but technology is meant to be a
tool, not a pacifier and not life-hood guide (Rowan,
C. 2013).

If we assume this to be true, should we not give
children every opportunity to enhance their
growing brains?

In light of this information, allow me to reiterate
the overarching question: how can I instill
a greater appreciation for the importance of
unstructured, hands-on, analog experiences
to parents and children encompassed by an
overwhelmingly tantalizing digital world?
In an article written for the Defending the Early
Years Project (DEY), author and educator Nancy
Carlsson-Page urges caregivers to be wary of
the detrimental effects of digital devices on the
developing mind, arguing that:

Experience can be defined as:

•
•
•
•

Young children make sense of their world
and build inner resilience and coping skills
through play.
Young children learn by inventing ideas.
Children live and learn in a context of social
relationships.
Young children use their whole bodies, all
their senses, and first-hand experiences to
learn about the real world.
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An acquaintance of knowledge and understanding
through practical contact or involvement with and
observation of facts or events (wiki).
Clearly stated, in order to gain knowledge and
understanding, it is necessary to have physical
presence and contact with the world. Grabbing,
pulling, sitting, shaking, throwing, rolling,
biting, slamming, squashing--these are all ways
in which children interact with and explore their
surroundings. Children must do this to learn about
themselves and others. Carlsson-Page notes, “(that)
when a child looks at a screen, not only is she more
passive, but also her attention shifts away from her
own initiative” (Carlsson-Page, N. 2018).
I would like to submit that there are two distinct
ways in which individuals may absorb their

experiences, thus resulting in those with limited
experience and those who lack experience.
A person with limited experience does not
recognize that experience has the power to
inspire or insight further experiences, while a
person who lacks experience does recognize that
experiences are not only opportunities to increase
understanding, but gateways through which more
knowledge can be obtained; whether or not they
are within reach.
Experiential learning can boost ingenuity and
concentration by providing an outlet for creative
expression. Such times offer the freedom to
experiment, observe and discover. They are times
when creative experiences are absorbed and stored
to be used later to elicit further experiences, thus
generating mental tools for interpreting the world.
In doing so, the child is in control of their own
experiences, thus they can elicit further ones to
drive their own interests and dictate their own
destinies.
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Forts of All Sorts & Games Without Names

I

n my own adulthood I have often questioned
whether my personal interest in play is normal. After
all, typically, simple play is encouraged less and
less as a child gets older, and turns into something
far too serious as time wears on. I wondered how
other adults thought about play. I find play to be
pleasurable, gratifying and inspiring; all the same
things it is for children. I have personally used it
as a learning tool and I wanted to know if others
had too. After attending a screening of Netflix’s
original documentary series, Abstract: The Art of
Design, featuring RISD Associate Professor, Cas
Holman (2019), I was delighted to learn that she
shared many of my views on education, play and
childhood--both positive and negative. Her passion
for toy making, as well as her direct involvement
with Anji Play pedagogy, were likewise, inspiring.
Like Waldorf, Montessori, and Reggio Emilia
practices, Anji Play fostered creativity, self-directed
enterprise and hands-on learning. I wanted to not
only bring all of these fundamentals together to
solve my overarching question, but to demonstrate
how readily accessible these elements really were.
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To do that, I’d need to show some examples of
completely open-ended activities that could be
adapted based on venue, space, skill and available
materials--and they’d have to be fun!
I began by trying to determine what exactly fun
is. I sent out a preliminary survey to classmates
and friends asking them, simply, to describe a
time from their childhood when they played and
it was fun. The collection of responses I received
back might be surprising. Not because they were
shocking in any way, but because they offered a
perhaps unexpected insight into the perception of
fun.
One respondent answered, “my sister and I
pretended to be nuns from the medieval ages with
towels for habits and would lock the other in the
downstairs bathroom and pretend to escape out
(the) window.” Another said, “we went to the
forest next to our school and spent hours exploring
and creating new environments...I was with my
closest friends... it was extremely freeing--no
wrong answers--connecting to space.” A third

classmate answered, “around age ten,my sister
and I formed The Wild Girls’ Club. We sneaked
out to the mountains in the middle of the night. I
liked sneaking around. It felt adventurous.” Other
responses were similar in nature. Curious how
even in adulthood the mere mention of the word
play reminds us of imaginative adventure and risk,
rather than plastic toys and video games. These
answers seemed to confirm that fun wasn’t a toy or
activity that could be bought, it was something that
invited the child to bring their own ideas to life.
So, I needed engaging projects that were accessible,
and more importantly, unstructured. Fort Making
seemed like one obvious choice. For one thing,
most children have already tried their hand at
building one. Secondly, there are no set rules on
how to build a fort. Environment and materials
were entirely up to the designer. The complexity
of a fort can grow with the age of the child. Forts
can be as elaborate as a wigwam in the woods or
a polished tree house, or as simple as a bed sheet
thrown over the kitchen table.

I began brainstorming all the ways I could
think of to build the different parts of a fort.
In the traditional sense, forts were basically mini
houses--enclosures. They typically had something
overhead--a roof, walls and an opening for access/
exit. They also needed to have structural support
so they didn’t accidentally collapse on the
unsuspecting occupants!

Fort Building, a Sketch
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I scheduled a few make-a-thonette trials with classmates to gain insight and make modifications before
involving children. The first two adult groups were
given an array of materials. I wanted to see how and if
they would manipulate them to benefit their designs.
The first group was given the following criteria:
their completed structure had to be free-standing;
it had to have four walls, a door and a roof--of the
most general interpretation; and their entire group
had to be able to fit into it standing up.
After the round 1, I asked myself the following
questions:
•
•

•

•

What is my overall purpose?
How can I modify the way I present this
exercise in order to eliminate preconceived
assumptions about what a “fort” should be?
How much time would children take to adapt
the materials given? Would they bother, for
example, to roll newspapers into tubes for
extra support?
What does a fort need to have optimal structural integrity?

Group two’s finished fort still had to be free-standing and accommodate the whole group, but instead
of calling the structural parts by name, I referred
to the roof and walls as a top and sides, and the
door as a place to access the interior. They were
also afforded fewer materials to try to coerce more
outside-the-box thinking.
Both groups worked well together, however there
were flaws in the activity. For one, busy college
students have more things on their agendas than
fort-making frivolity. Everyone’s primary goal was
obvious: to find the loopholes and build the fort as
quickly as possible! Tables were used for structural
support, rather than relying on other given materials.
That being said, there were positives as well. There
was a lot of friendly collaboration, and both groups
agreed that they had had fun. They each shared
moments of triumph upon completing the forts, as
well, despite their dilapidated appearances.
Another trial consisted of my nine and twelve
year-old nieces. They were given similar materials
to that of the first two groups and asked to build
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an enclosure, that they could comfortably fit in.
They set to work doing both independent tasks
and collaborative ones. They were frustrated by
the instability of the pool noodles, but showed
ingenuity when they used a stapler to hitch the
newspaper walls together faster and fix them to
their structure. They too, agreed that they had
enjoyed the activity.
Next, I wanted to see whether a fort could
be built that had better structural integrity without
the use of rigid materials. I enlisted the help of
some classmates once again, and we succeeded
in making a hut out of pool noodles and rolled up
newspapers. The time had finally come, I decided,
to schedule an official Fort Make-A-Thon with a
group of children.

CoronaVirus, this event could not take place.T h e
following semester, I took an Intro to Game Design
course, for which I combined fort construction
with game making. For my final project, I took
advantage of the fact that building a stable, freestanding structure can be challenging. My game
was set in a future, apocalyptic world in which
territorial disputes forced opponents to destroy
each other’s fallout shelters made from the debris
that littered the battle zone.

With plans underway with the Providence
Children’s Museum, I hoped to gain further insight
into the realm of hands-on, unstructured play
as well as learn about public exhibition spaces,
which are popular venues for experiential learning.
Unfortunately, due to the 2020 outbreak of the
Debris Fort, Intro to Game Design & Development
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Pool Noodle Fort, Group 3

Collabortative Fort Building, Group 2

Structural Integrity Test

Collaborative Fort Building

Collaborative Fort Building
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Completed Fort, Group 1

Completed Fort, Group 2

Completed Fort, Group 3

Debris Fort, Intro to Game Design & Development

Inspired by the vast category of games, I chose it as
a second demonstration of open-ended activities.
Similarly to forts, games can be as involved as a
month-long RPG, or as straightforward as Tic-TacToe. Although it’s true that games are structured-they have rules and they may have pieces--they
can be modified to turn familiar, and perhaps tired
systems into new ones. Revisiting my childhood, I
recalled that often, when the same old games started
to feel redundant, we would change something
about them to make things more interesting. We
might take the pieces from one game and use them
in another, or we might add rules to make a game
more challenging. Either way, we ended up with
new games, without names.
These are two distinct elements. In one case, the
variables of the game were being changed--that
is, the pawns used to play the game. In the other,
the mechanics of the game were being changed-a.k.a. the rules themselves. The changes we
made didn’t always work effectively. Sometimes
too many changes made a game fall apart; but I
thought I could take this concept further. I wanted

to discover how I could best explain these ideas to
others, and how I could progress from the simplest
of examples to more complex ones. I set up a series
of game trials with both children and adults to find
out. Tic-Tac-Toe was about as clear-cut as games
come, and no special equipment was needed to
play it, so I stuck with that as a ground breaker. I
was also pretty sure that others would be familiar
with the game, so explaining how to customize it
would be straightforward.
I started by clarifying that when the variables
are changed, a game--in this case, Tic-Tac-Toe-essentially stays the same, but it is renewed
because of the change. For example, if pasta
wheels and elbows replaced the X’s and O’s. When
mechanics are changed, the game begins to take on
a new form from its original, recognizable self. For
example, if the X’s and O’s that had previously been
placed on the grid could be moved around. I also
wanted to note the existence of special variables:
numbers & letters. These have the unique features
of being able to be “mathed” or made into words
respectively. They can add important elements to
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a game by essentially changing both the variables
and the mechanics simultaneously.
Once these basic principles were understood
playing Tic-Tac-Toe, I then moved onto
Mastermind--a code breaking game, in which
one player must figure out another’s secret four
color peg combination, making guesses using a
4 x 12 pegboard and the process of elimination.
I wanted to stick with the more accessible format
of paper & pencil games--like Tic-Tac-Toe--so I
drew a 4 x 12 grid and used paper tiles instead of

Variables
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Colored Tiles: Tic-Tac-Toe

3-Letter Words: Tic-Tac-Toe

pegs. I explained that in Mastermind, the variables
were the colored tiles. After playing a few rounds
with these, I swapped out the colors for candy.
This time, players who won the game also won the
booty!

Coins: Tic-Tac-Toe

Ultimate Tic-Tac-Toe

My second group of testers played another code
breaking game similar to Mastermind, called Jotto.
Here letters are used instead of colored tiles and
both players work simultaneously to be the first to
guess the other’s mystery word. The game can be
played with as few as two variables (letters). The
more letters that are added, the more challenging
the game becomes, thus a smaller or larger grid
would be needed accordingly to play each version.
A grid...that was it! Tic-Tac-Toe was also played
on a grid--3 x 3. I began to realize that the
concept of using a grid for board games was not
that uncommon; especially for games that were
centuries old. Some examples include: Checkers,
Chess, Othello, Mancala, Nine Men’s Morris and
Jackals and Hounds. I could use grids to explain
how to expand on a simple idea to develop it into a
more complicated one.
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Colored Tiles: Mastermind

Changed Variables: Mastermind

Mastermind

Jotto, a Mastermind Variation

Mastermind: a Homemade Variation
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On the Grid, Off the Grid

O

n the Grid, Off the Grid is a hands-on project
guide for parents and children, meant to enhance
creativity and logistical thought. By explaining
how simple changes can revitalize familiar
activities into new ones, On the Grid, Off the Grid
is a handbook for accessible experiential learning,
play and self-driven fun.
I used my previous research as my own guide
to develop step-by-step instructions for making
games and building forts--activities I had already
experienced to be enjoyable, open-ended and
versatile. Each section follows a consistent format
in which readers are first introduced to core
concepts surrounding each theme. Next, they are
shown techniques that can be used to customize
each one, and given suggestions to help get them
started. Finally, readers are challenged to use
what they have learned from each mini-chapter to
generate their own designs. The book is formatted
such that the front half is devoted to creating games
(the On the Grid portion). When inverted, the rear
half of the guide is all about fort construction (the
Off the Grid portion).
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The 5 x 7 book is purposefully sized to be compact
and portable. By demonstrating how easy it is to
refresh old activities, it is my hope that readers will
later be inspired to apply the techniques they learn
to their own amusements.
Ironically, this project coincided with the CoronaVirus pandemic of 2020 which inadvertently caused
the need for inexpensive, impromptu innovation.
With families essentially trapped in their homes for
weeks on end--and only businesses stocked with
immediate necessities open--homemade entertainment became indispensable.

Front Cover: On the Grid

Rear Cover: Off the Grid
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Tic-Tac-Toe

CHECK THIS OUT!

Ultimate
Tic-Tac-Toe
This is not your average Tic-Tac-Toe Game!
In Ultimate Tic-Tac-Toe there are nine mini
game grids (orange) that are played simultaneously with, both each other, and the
larger (purple) grid. You win the game by
claiming three-in-a-row on the Purple grid,
by first winning mini games on the Orange
grids.
In the event that no one successfully claims
three-in-a-row, the player with the most
occupied purple territories wins.
Because Ultimate Tic-Tac-Toe is more
challenging than the original, you can expect
to experience some confusion. Don’t worry!
You’ll get it after a couple of turns.
Look Inside: On the Grid
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Here is another example of an indoor fort.
We used a folding table for structural
support.
We draped a tablecloth over the top for
three of the sides.
For the fourth side, we cable tied a pool
noodle to the opening.
We accessorized by using a small boxes to
look like the top of a castle.
See if you can use all the same materials we
used, but use them in your own way.
Get creative! Remember that tables,
boxes and tablecloths come in many different
shapes and sizes!

INDOOR FORTS

Try This!

Look Inside: Off the Grid
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Conclusion

I

t’s easy to feel bored when nothing
challenging or interesting seems to be going on.
Smart devices provide an instant remedy under
stale circumstances, it’s true; but screen-free
brain stimulation is accessible anywhere, too--no
charger needed! Making entertainment is not as
difficult as it may seem and it requires no special
equipment. Although they can be construed as
corny, analog experiences must not be overlooked.
The fact that they are outdated or even forgotten
means that they provide perfectly new terrain for
families to discover and explore together. These
experiences provide opportunities to learn in and
appreciate the tangible world, rather than a digital
one, enhancing dexterity and mobility.
Hands-on learning boosts independence by
encouraging a person to take risks and figure
things out for themselves. Because the learner
has discovered how to understand something in
their own way, rather than merely memorizing
someone else’s methods, it is a lot harder to forget
the experience. As teacher and educator Stacey
Bess put it, “once you learn it,then it’s yours.”
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(Bess, S. 2011). Self-directed learning strengthens
curiosity, imagination and creativity by compelling
the pursuit of new interests and experiences. It
eliminates the constant need to seek digital advice,
because the learner has elevated their confidence in
their own ability to problem solve.
Similarly, play bolsters a child’s perception of the
world around them. Play is neither insignificant
nor impractical. Unstructured play affords children
the opportunity to learn with their entire bodies,
rather than simply finger swiping a flat digital
screen. Since there is no right way to play, there is
no wrong way to play either. There is no pressure.
Play is carefree fun. It is the glue that makes
learning stick.
Einstein once said, “I never teach my pupils;
I only attempt to provide the conditions in
which they can learn.” Unfortunately, public
school standards prohibit this from happening.
By requiring its students to learn the same material
at the same speed, following a standard model
does our children a disservice. Naturally, people

absorb information in different ways, at their own
pace. Rushing lessons or slowing them down
only frustrates students who operate outside the
designated norm. All children must exist in an
environment in which they can intellectually thrive.
They need to be able to share their own ideas to
feel as though they are important to the world.
Did I succeed in fulfilling my thesis question?
I believe that is still a work in progress. There
is no easy solution to draw people out of their
tantalizingly digital world; but I do believe that
this project has contributed valuable insight on the
matter. Thus far, I have observed that it is elating to
participate in a creative environment in which you
can succeed; not one that stifles artistic growth or
approves digital isolation.
Technological dependence affects both adults as
well as children, but to the greater detriment of the
child, because the more digital experiences shape
their developmental years, the less likely they are
to trust their own abilities later in life. It is the
caregiver’s responsibility to recognize that this

reliance decreases social interaction and intensifies
distractibility. It is their job to set the example and
limit screen time for both themselves and their
child. There is no denying that we are of a digital
age in which living without smart, hand-held
devices is a thing of the past; but, we mustn’t forget
that these are tools, meant to enhance intellectual
growth, not provide it.

“I never teach
my pupils; I only
attempt to provide
the conditions in
which they can
learn.”
~Albert Einstein
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It is elating to participate in a creative environment
in which you can succeed; not one that stifles artistic
growth or approves of digital isolation. After all, an
exploration of the mind is vast and unlimited terrain.

